RIAL Presents New Applications

M12 and KIBO X Available for Electric Mercedes-Benz
Models
Bad Dürkheim, April 20, 2022
The portfolio of RIAL, a Superior Industries brand, is now expanding with two
new applications for electric vehicles from Mercedes-Benz. The M12 alloy wheel
is approved for the EQB, and the Mercedes-Benz EQC 400 4MATIC can now be
combined with KIBO X.
RIAL continues to reinforce its product range for electric vehicles: two new applications
are now available for the German automotive manufacturer Mercedes-Benz. The M12
alloy wheel in the size of 7.5 x 18 inches with an offset of 44 is now approved for the
EQB. KIBO X, in the size of 9.5 x 21 inches with an offset of 35, represents a new
option for the EQC 400 4MATIC.
M12 – in a league of its own
A trailblazing dream team: with its elegant 5-V-spoke aesthetic, the M12 is a perfect
match for the fully electric EQB. The modern alloy wheel combines sophisticated design
with the angular look of the electric vehicle. Three color highlights leave plenty of room
for individuality: polar-silver, diamond-black and diamond-black front polished. What’s
more, RIAL provides a five-year warranty on the M12 in polar-silver and diamond-black.
Years of driving pleasure are therefore guaranteed.

KIBO X – design meets sportiness
The fascination inspired by the clear lines of KIBO X is reflected in the progressive look
of the EQC 400 4MATIC. The alloy wheel is available in two stunning color options:
diamond-black with polished lips and metal-grey. Each color variation underscores a
different visual aspect of the EQC 400 4MATIC. Combined with diamond-black, the
unusual polished lips reinforce the vehicle’s modernity. The cool metal-grey, meanwhile,
highlights the clean look and sense of calm exuded by the vehicle. KIBO X with metalgrey paintwork is even covered by a five-year warranty from RIAL. This once again
highlights the responsible lifestyle that the EQC stands for.

About Superior Industries
Superior is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of aluminum wheels for light vehicles. Superior
supplies aluminum wheels to well-known automotive manufacturers and is the market-leading
manufacturer of aluminum wheels for the accessories market (aftermarket) in Europe.
Superior maintains the leading European aftermarket brands ATS®, RIAL®, ALUTEC®, and ANZIO®.
Superior has eight production plants, which are located in Mexico, Germany and Poland. Superior
currently employs about 7,600 people worldwide.
Headquartered in Southfield, Michigan, Superior is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. For more
information, please visit www.supind.com.
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